Expedition Ten
Briefing
1- Inform the class that today we have a
new member of the expedition, David.
2- Tell a story of your own about a friendship that developed
from the outdoors or retell the story on page 63-64. Tell the
group today we will look at real friendship.
3- Read paragraph before Getting our Bearings and first
paragraph in Getting our Bearings to set the context of the
story.
4- Read the GPS scriptures.
5- Ask why David’s and Jonathan’s friendship seems to defy
logic. (Answer in in paragraph after GPS scripture.)
6- Ask question at the beginning of Pursuing the Challenge.
Read 1 Samuel 18:4 again and ask what they think the gifts
were saying.
7- Point out real friendship can be literally giving the shirt off
of our back.
8- Ask how the world tries to picture men who love each other.
Ask can men love each other without it be perversion or sexual.
State we should not allow the perversion of the world to stop us
loving other men with a godly love.
9- Read 1 Samuel 18:6-8 to show events (background) that led
to Saul ordering David to be killed.
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10- Ask how they think this could test the friendship of David
and Jonathan.
11- Ask questions page 67 second paragraph.
12- Point out Jonathan intercedes for David with Saul. Ask
them to read 1 Samuel 19:9-10 to find what happened next.
13- Use the material in paragraph on page 67 that begins with
“David flees…” to wrap up the story.
14- Ask the class to listen as you read Jon 15:13and see how it
relates to friendship.
15- Ask question at start of Packing out the Trophy. Use
paragraph 2 to emphasis need to tell our friends about Jesus.
16- Ask question in 3rd paragraph under Packing out the
Trophy.
17- Close by stating we need deep friendship. Read Proverbs
27:17.
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